Business Sustainability through Predictable
Digital and Business Transformation

PCG RECOGNIZED BY INFOR AS
MANUFACTURING PARTNER OF THE YEAR
SCOTTSDALE, AZ (Sunday, September 22, 2019) PCG today announced it has been recognized by Infor as an Infor
2019 Partner Award Winner—specifically “Manufacturing Partner of the Year.” The announcement was made at
Inforum 2019, an annual celebration of Infor customers and partners. This award acknowledges PCG’s leadership in
solution development, project performance, customer references and collaboration success with Infor.
“As the largest independent consulting and implementation organization for Infor CloudSuite* and Infor ERP LN,
we’re thrilled to be recognized by Infor and our ever-strengthening partnership,” said Peter Jackson, vice president
of Infor services at PCG. “We are proud to leverage Infor technology to help aerospace and defense, automotive,
CPG, high-tech, life sciences, manufacturing and distribution companies solve complex business challenges, achieve
their strategic business initiatives and attain greater business performance. Infor-enabled digital transformation is
key to attaining sustainable customer business platforms delivered by PCG Sustainability Solutions.”
With Infor and PCG, manufacturing businesses consistently and predictably benefit from:
•
•
•
•

Accurate selection: Best-in-class business, technical and product experts ensure customers get the
information they need to make the best Infor product selection to their requirement.
Best-in-class project success: Industry-leading project leadership, processes and methods bring Infor
projects to completion on-time and on-budget.
Optimized, high-performance business platforms: Solutions that move a business forward, no matter the
stage or requirement.
Greater ROI: PCG customers leverage more Infor functionality and integrate information better across their
business, returning a better than average return on technology investment.

PCG further benefits its customers through close collaboration with Infor on product development, sales
engagement, technology implementation and the delivery of superior customer experiences.
PCG continues to lead the industry when it comes to customer-driven consulting and implementation success on
Infor.
*Infor CloudSuite Automotive, CloudSuite Industrial Enterprise and CloudSuite A&D

About PCG
PCG is a trusted provider of tailored end-to-end IT solutions that consistently and predictably deliver business sustainability. PCG
is a company built on relationships, partnerships and experiences. We offer a single point of accountability. With the technical
expertise of highly trained engineers, we have tremendous resources and capabilities in place to care for each and every aspect
of a customer’s technology environment—from the back office to edge apps to the cloud and across the entire supply and
demand chain. Whether it’s enterprise application cloud and hosting solutions or enterprise application (ERP) implementation
and management, we are your partner in your success.
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